Appendix B Dependent and IT-Related Independent Variables in the Meta
are marked using an asterisk. The studies are sorted in the order of the year of publication, with studies published in the same year being listed in alphabetical order. b Glossary of acronyms available at the bottom of the table. c Where the same publication reported results for multiple samples, the results for each sample are shown in separate rows in this table, with the specific sample for each study identified in the "Sample" column. d L -Longitudinal data; C -Cross-sectional data; P -Primary data source; S -Secondary data source. 
Appendix C Graphs for Changes Over Time

Overall Trends
Figure C1 depicts how the frequency of studies on BVIT has changed over time. Figure C2 shows the change in BVIT (based on the continuous IT payoff measure) observed in the studies in our meta-analysis sample across the four eras of IT progress. Figure C3 shows the diversity of BVIT-based dependent variables and IT-based independent variables in studies over time. For each type of variables, we computed the ratio of the number of unique variables to the number of studies in each year. The ratio shows a downward trend, indicating that the more recent studies in our sample have been more focused and have examined a narrower set of dependent variables and a narrower set of independent variables compared to the studies during earlier times in the sample. Figure C4 shows the evolution of BVIT-based dependent variables and IT-based independent variables in our sample. For both categories, the figure shows the variables with the higher incidences in larger text, where the incidence for each variable is computed as the frequency of occurrences of the variable across all studies in our sample. The figure also clusters the variables for the four computing eras. As can be seen from the figure, different variables gain prominence and fade away over time. For instance, ROA measures were used to some extent in the mainframe computing era, gained prominence during the personal computing and network computing eras, and faded during the mobile computing era. By contrast, firm performance has become more prominent over time, especially during the mobile computing era. Similarly, the evolution of independent variables shows that the focus has shifted from pure economic measures such as IT capital and IT budget during the mainframe computing and personal computing eras to measures that intervene between investment and performance, such as IT use, IT capability, and IT alignment, during the network computing and mobile computing eras. Figure C5 shows the use of theories in studies in our sample. The graph is based on a ratio of the number of studies using a family of theories to the total number of studies in each year. Unsurprisingly, technological theories have been consistently used regardless of time in a majority of studies. Organizational theories have also been consistently used although by a smaller proportion of studies. However, environmental and alignment theories have only gained greater attention in recent times and in fewer studies. Figure C6 shows the distribution of BVIT over time in studies set in developed and developing economic regions of the world. The graph is based on the average BVIT across all the studies within each subsample in each year. The analysis indicates that studies in the developing regions demonstrated faster increase in BVIT over time than studies in developed regions although there was considerable variation in realized BVIT in each year. Figure C7 shows the distribution of BVIT over time for studies using longitudinal and cross-sectional data. The graph shows that studies using cross-sectional data find slightly greater BVIT than those using longitudinal data. However, studies using longitudinal data sources have shown a marginally faster increase in observed BVIT over time. Figure C8 shows the change in BVIT over time for studies using secondary and primary data. The graph shows that studies that rely on primary data demonstrate higher levels of BVIT than those that use secondary data. However, studies using secondary data sources have shown a faster increase than primary studies in observed BVIT over time. 
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